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Game Engines

Game engines are designed for the creation and 
development of 2D/3D games

Components
๏ Renderer
๏ Physics Engine
๏ Sound
๏ Scripting
๏ Animation
๏ Artificial Intelligence
๏ Networking
๏ Scene Graph



Unity3D

๏Free game engine

๏Provides all the components of any modern game 
engine

๏Cross Platform (PC, Xbox, Tablet, Phone, etc.)

๏http://unity3d.com

http://unity3d.com
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Unity Help Pages

Scripting Documentation - http://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/index.html

Tutorials - http://unity3d.com/learn/tutorials

User Forums - http://forum.unity3d.com

http://forum.unity3d.com


Basic Unity Concepts

๏Game Objects & Components

๏Prefabs

๏Tags

๏Layers



Game Objects & Components

Game Object: Anything within your Unity scene 
(Hierarchy)

Component: Every Game Object is made up of 
Components (e.g., Transform)



Prefabs

๏Prefab = Preconfigured Game Object

๏Prefabs are something you wish to use over and over 
again with minor tweaks, such as buildings, 
characters, levels, cameras, etc.

๏Making changes to a Prefab Game Object allows you 
to push those changes to all other Game Objects of 
that type if desired 



Tags

Allows you to group Game Objects together (e.g., 
enemy)

Allows you to search for objects in code



Layers

Another way of grouping things

You can show or hide layers in the Scene View

Often used to control rendering objects differently



Navigating Unity

Pan: Left Mouse Button

Zoom: Right Mouse Button + Alt

Rotate: Left Mouse Button + Alt



Activity

๏Create a new Unity Project

๏Add a simple Sphere or Cube to the scene

๏Practice translating and rotating it

๏Give the object a basic color with a material



Unity Camera

๏Used to render the scene

๏Must have one camera but can have more

๏Every camera has a View Frustum shown by the pyramid

๏Orthographic/Perspective Projection



Activity

๏Manipulate the camera in the scene

๏Try out different camera settings including

- Orthographic/Perspective

- Near/Far clipping planes

- Field of View



Unity Lighting

๏Unity models how light behaves in the real world

๏You can add as many lights as you want

๏Directional/Area/Spot

๏Realtime/Baked lighting



Activity

๏Play with lighting in your scene

๏Try changing the light color

๏Add a directional light



In-class Assignment

๏Create a winter wonderland scene with at least one snowman

๏Advanced

- Add a terrain (3D game object)

- Add a skybox (if you don’t know how, ask google!)

- Add falling snow particle systems


